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Convergence theory studies relations between filters and points. It extends beyond 
general topology. However several natural constructions on topologies (e.g., continu- 
ous convergence) result in nontopological convergence and many concepts of classical 
topology are intrinsically nontopological; for instance, various types of quotient maps 
admit convergence-theoretic haracterizations, Frtchetness is of sequential and pretopo- 
logical nature, while compactness is of pseudotopological nature (because of this, the 
Tikhonov theorem is a corollary of the commutativity of the pseudotopologization with 
the Cartesian products). 
On the other hand, various situations occurring in applied analysis (e.g., stability in 
optimization), in functional analysis (e.g., duality theory, differentiation) and in other 
areas can be formalized with the aid of (in general, nontopological) convergences of sets 
and functions. 
These facts explain the existence of interesting applications of convergence theory to 
other branches of mathematics and, in particular, to general topology. 
This volume consists of the proceedings of the International Conference on Con- 
vergence Theory that was held at the Burgundy University in Dijon from the 26th of 
September to the 1st of October 1994. The Honorary Scientific Committee was composed 
of A.V. Arhangel’skii (Moscow, and Athens, Ohio), G. Choquet (Paris), E. De Giorgi 
(Pisa), W. G5hler (Potsdam), H. Herrlich (Bremen), M. HuSek (Prague), D.C. Kent (Pull- 
man, Washington) and V. Koutnik (Prague), and the Scientific Committee of R. FriE 
(KoSice), S. Levi (Milan) and myself. I wish to express my gratitude to the members 
of the committees for their help and encouragement, to Mirek Hugek for his precious 
assistance in the editing of this volume, and to the referees for their valuable expertise. 
Vaclav Koutnik was actively involved in the organization of several preceding con- 
vergence conferences. He was among those who had the idea to organize this conference 
and helped me, with much of enthusiasm, to launch it. But he did not take part in it. 
Vaclav Koutnik died on the 22th of June 1994 leaving us in profound sorrow. 
I wish to gratefully acknowledge the financial support of the British Council, Conseil 
Regional de Bourgogne, Departement de Mathematiques, International Science Founda- 
tion, Laboratoire Analyse Appliquee et Optimisation, Minis&e des Affaires Etrangbres, 
Minis&e de 1’Enseignement Superieur et de la Recherche, Universite de Bourgogne 
and Ville de Dijon. I am thankful to my Dijon colleagues Roland Durier and Christian 
Michelot for their help in the local organization. 
Dijon, the 21th of October 1995 Szymon Dolecki 
Guest Editor 
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